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Throughout history the control of Armenia, located on the 

crossroads of Europe and Asia, was deemed indispensible by the 

surrounding empires. The centuries of invasions and warfare 

eventually resulted in the loss of Armenian independence in the 

eleventh century and the beginning of the foreign domination of 

the Armenian homeland. Thereafter successive Mongol and Turkic 

dynasties fought over the control of the Armenian plateau. From 

the sixteenth century until the peace treaty of 1639, the land 

of Ararat was a center of conflict between the Turkish Ottoman 

and Persian Safavid Empires. Following that treaty the Turks 

took control of the major portion of Armenia, v1here they in

stalled their own governors (Pashas) and provincial boundaries 

le with the small easternmost section of historic Armenia, 

which they organized into the administrative unit of the Beg

lerbegi of Chukhur Sa'ad. The Arpachay (Soviet: Akhurian) 

River became the "boundary" between the two empires; lands west 

of the river were soon known as \-Jestern or Turkish Armenia, 

while the territories east of Arpachay assumed the title of 

Eastern or Persian Armenia. During the eighteenth century Per-

sian Armenia was composed of the provincial boundaries or Kha-

nates(subdivided into Hahals of Erevan and Nakhichevan {to 



which the region of Ordubad was added in the nineteenth cen-

tury) , while the remaining fringes of historic Armenia were 

included in the Khanates of Ganja, Karabagh, and the Kingdom 

of Georgia. The eighteenth century also witnessed the arrival 

of a new force in the region, that of Russia, which after a 

century of diplomatic and military forts succeeded in an-

nexing the entire Caucasian region and became the new ruler of 

Persian Armenia-soon renamed Russian or Transcaucasian Armenia. 

Persian Armenia was the last territory to be conquered by 

the Russians during the Russo-Persian Wars of 1804-1813 and 

1826-1828. Immediately following the Treaty of Torkmanchay 

(1828), the Russians began to set up their administrative ap-

paratus in the region. Although the Persian government, in 

response to article III of that treaty; had submitted their 

tax records to the victors, these represented families and tax 

quotas buniche and thus were not an accurate count of the num-

ber of people residing in Eastern Armenia. The Russian state 

felt it necessary to obtain more information on this newly-

acquired region; hence Ivan Shopen (Chopin) was commissioned 

to compile a thorough statistical account of the area which had 

become the administrative division of the Armianskaia Oblast' 

("The Armenian Province"). Shopen arrived in Erevan in 1829 

and headed the survey team which gathered the Kameral'noe 

Opisanie ("Administrative Census") for the new government cen-

tered in the city of Erevan. Based on interviews with the po-

pulation, as well as the Persian documents, the Kameral'noe 

Opisanie of 1829-1832 is thus the only accurate source for any 

statistical or ethnographical data on Persian Armenia before 

2 and immediately after the Russian conquest. 



The population of Persian Armenia in the nineteenth cen-

tury consisted of Muslims and Christians. The Armenians, who 

will be discussed shortly, formed the Christian population: 

The Muslims 

The Muslims were themselves divided into Persian~ Turks~ and 

Kurds~ each of whom played a distinct role in the life of the 

region. The Persians, the elite of the land, formed a part of 

the settled population. The Turkic groups were composed of 

settled, semi-settled, and nomadic branchesi while the Kurds 

led a traditional nomadic existence. 

According to the Kameral'noe Opisanie, the settled and 

semi-settled Muslim population numbered more than 74,000 per-

7 sons. This figure, however, does not account for those set-

tled and semi-settled members of the Muslim community who left 

the area after the Persian defeat. Taking advantage of articles 

XII, XIII, and XV of the Torkmanchay Treaty,members of the Per-

sian ruling hierarchy and the officer corps, most of whom re-

sided in the administrative centers, almost in toto left Per

sian Armenia for Persia proper~ Furthermore a number of Per-

sian and Turkic soldiers must have perished in the Second Russo-

Persian War. It is estimated that close to twenty thousand 

Muslims left Eastern Armenia or were killed in the conflict; 

It can be deduced, therefore, that the settled and semi-settled 

Persian and Turkic population of Persian Armenia, prior to the 

Russian conquest, approached some 93,000 persons~0 On the num-

ber of Kurds, the Russian figures list over 10,000 inhabitants 

of various tribe~~ but add, however, that some 15,000 had emi

grated following the Russian appearanc~; making the total pre

war Kurdish population over 25,000 person~: The entire Muslim 
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population of Persian Armenia before the Russian annexation 

was, therefore, roughly over 117,000 people, of whom some 

35,000 were not present after the Russian arrival. 

Over half of the settled Muslims formed the main sector 

of the agricultural base of the province74whi the remaining 

settled Muslims functioned as administrators and military per-

sonnel. Scattered in their small villages, the settled Muslims 

consisted primarily of the Turkic groups of Bayat, Kangarlu, Aq

Qoyunlu, Qara-Qoyunlu, Ayrumlu, Qajar, and the Turkified Kazakhs, 

who, together with other Turkish-speaking and Mongol nomads, 

had settled during the westward movement and had become iden-

15 tified as peasants. 

A large portion of the total population of Eastern Armenia 

was engaged in some sort of a nomadic way of li and utilized 

more than half the territory of Eastern Armenia for that pur-

pose. All the Kurds, approximately 35,000 of Turkish groups, 

and an insignificant number of Armenians practiced some sort of 

nomadism. Three kinds of nomads lived together in Persian Ar-

menia: Semi-settled nomads, who depended upon agriculture and 

followed seasonal local migrations limited to thirty miles or 

less; settled peasants, who seasonally grazed their flocks on 

mountain pastures in the daytime and generally returned to their 

villages in the evening; and nomads with distinct summer and 

winter camps. The first two groups pract~ced vertical nomadism, 

following the sprouting spring grass up the mountains as the 

snow receded and back to their villages with the approach of 

winter or evening. In both cases, a substantial number of their 

tribe or village remained behind to produce the necessary crops 
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for the survival of the clan. These nomads, who formed the 

remaining sector of the total agricultural base, thus practiced 

a type of nomadism which resembled that of transhumance in the 

16 
Tyrol. Some of these semi-settled people had branches which 

had retained their true nomadic way of life. Probably, those 

nomads who could no longer maintain the minimum number of ani-

mals in their flocks and who were impoverished by natural di

sasters, were forced to a semi-settled or agricultural life~7 

Many of these semi-settled villages were given in tenure to 

or were controlled by tribal chiefs; thus the semi-settled po-

pulation, on the whole, retained some of its tribal structure 

and allegiances. 

All the Kurds and some of the Turkic tribes on the other 

hand, were nomads with distinct summer (yeylaq) and winter 

(qeshlaq)abodes. r grazing lands and their migration routes 

and territories were considered as the private domain of the 

large nomadic rations, whose numerical strength and 

politico-economic connections, enabled them to manipulate the 

smaller clans. wintered either in villages of a settled 

branch of their own clan, or in settlements near their winter 

grazing areas, where they would exchange wool, cheese, butter, 

18 
and meat underground shelters and fodder. The basic struc-

ture of nomadic tribes was the clan. Divided into herding 

19 
units ly consisting of five to ten, tents, and averaging 

5 5 1 f . 1 20 . d . 1 . • peop e per am1 y, these groups un1te 1nto arger un1ts 

during their annual migration and in time of war. The large 

number of nomads in the region was not only important for the 

economic wealth which they supplied ( produce and handi-
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crafts), but also for the cavalry forces they provided to the 

khans. The political structure of these confederations lay in 

a system identified by one author as Turkish~l This system was 

structurally the most developed and llowed the essential in-

equality among tribes. Although each tribe had its own chief, 

one tribe, whose leader became the head of the entire con

federation, dominated. As long as that chief demonstrated the 

capability of protecting the interest of the entire confedera

tion, he was obeyed and his clan received a priority in all 

important matters. Obviously rivalry among the members of the 

major clans, combined with the constant ebb and flow of power, 

could be, and was, used to the best advantage of the central 

administration~ 2 
The Turkish and Kurdish nomads had their own 

separate clans and territories which considered their pri-

vate property. In fact, Persian Armenia was distinctly di

vided into regions belonging to one or the other. There was 

generally little contact between the two nomadic peoples and 

in some cases the traditional hos lity among the Kurds against 

Turks broke into bloody feuds. 

The Turkic nomads firmly controlled the marginal grazing 

lands in the north and central areas of Eastern Armenia exten-

ding all the way to the south; while the Kurds dominated the 

eastern and western regions. Turks, on the whole,were or-

ganized into slightly larger tribal groups and confederations 

than the Kurds. The ~arapapakh (Black Hats} with close to 5000, 

the Kangarlu with 6500, and the Ayrumlu ana tbo 15 l'n, ~ 1lith 

3000 nomads each were the largest groups. Following them were 

the six confederations each with approximately 1000 members. 
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These were the Buyuk-choban~ara, the Sa'otlu(Sahotli) ,Seyyedlu-

Akhsakhlu (Seidli) , the Hoghanlu (Muganli) , and the two Qajar 

tribes of Shahdelu and Sadaraklu. 

The ~arapapakh shared the control of the grazing lands 

of Vedi-basar with the Shi'i Kurds of the ~arach~rli and Melli 

tribes. However the Turks fully controlled the mahals of Zangi-

basar and the strategic northern mahals of Talin, Aparan, Dara-

chichak, Seyyedli-Akhsakhli, and the central mahal of ~er~

bulagh. The Qajars resided in Vedi-basar near the Vedi-sufla 

and Sadarak settlements, and the Moghanlu stayed in Karbi-basar. 

The Ayrumlu were located in Talin; the Seyyedlu-Akhsakhlu pre

vailed in the mahal named after them; the Buyuk-choban~ara 

claimed rights to Kerk-bulagh and Aparan but shared Zangi-. . 
basar with the Karapapakh. The Sarashlu inhabited the northern 

region of d~kchay mahal (on the northern slopes of the Aghmaghan 

mountains); the plain of Ahrija; and Darachichak. The Kerim-
.. 

beglu, the Qafarlu(~afarlu), the Godaklu, and the Jam-melli 

concentrated in the Gokchay Mahal, west of the lake, while the 

Sa'adlu were entrusted with their traditional homes in the pas-

tures of Sa'otlu Mahal. The Kangarlu Confederation controlled 

all of Nakhichevan and reached into Sharur Mahal. They were 

comprised of the Pechenegs, Yurchis, ~izilli, Sarbanlar, Khal

khali, Pir-Hasanli, Salahi, Aqa-begli, Homa, Chaghatai, ~arabeglu, . . . 
~ara-Khan, Hajilar, Jemshidli, Biliji, ~izil-qeshlaqi, Kurdlar, 

Kara-dolahi, Shabanli, ~ara~e~arlu, ~arajali, 'Ali-abkarlu, 

Didavarlu, Bolgarlu, Kurd-Mahmudli, 'Alianli, Ziyatlu, Bargushatlu, 

Panahlu, Beg-delu, 'Ali-khanlu, Sufilu, Arabsaglu, and Golfar. 

In general this confederation had the remnant of the Mongol tri-

bes and some Kurdish groups mixed with the Turkic peoples. In 
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Ordubad the nomads of the Kilid group were the only pastoralists 

but their origin remains unknown; with some claiming that they 

were Christians who were forcibly converted into Islam and had 

adopted the nomadic way of li Overall all the crucial borders 

of Persian Armenia were delegated to the chiefs of the above 

leading tribes who inhabited the area: 3 

The Kurds were themselves divided by religious affiliation 

into three groups; the Sunni, the Shi'i, and the Yezidis: 4 The 

most powerful confederations were Sunni. These consisted of 

the three major groups of the Zilan (which included the Asni 

tribe)which dwarfed the remaining clans with its 10,000 members; 

the Jal'ali (having the Mesr-kendli, Ushaghli, Sakendli, Khali-

khanli, Bilkhikhanli and others) with over 2000 persons and the 

Biryuki with 1500 nomads. Together with these were two smaller 

groups, the Radikanli, and a branch of the Karachorli. Various . 
smaller tribes, ranging in size from eight to seventy-two 

families roamed independently~ 5 

The mahals of Surmalu and Garni-basar were the main popu-

lation centers of the Sunni Kurds. The Jal'ali summered in 

- -Surmalu and wintered in Garni-basar. The Zilan summered and 

wintered along the Aghri-dagh chain in Surmalu and Darakend

Parchenis. The Biryuki summered in Gokchay Mahal on the nor~ 

thern slopes of Ahrija in Gozal-dara and Qaranlegh and wintered 

-in Sharur. The entire confederation Zilan and most of the 

Jal'ali emigrated to the Ottoman Empire following the Russian 

26 conquest. In general the Surmalu Mahal suffered the greatest 

loss of nomads due to emigration. 
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The Shi'i Kurds were united into two or and three minor 

confederations. 

Gokchay Mahal. 

They were located almost exclusively in the 

The major group was the Karachorli of almost ... 

3500 people who were composed from the following clans: ~asanli, 

Kulakhanli, Shademanli, Sheilanli, Tahmasbli, Hajisamli, Sultani, • 

'Alianli, Bargushat, Bab'ali, Gulukchi, Galuji, Farukhanli,Qoli

khanli, and Bozli. The members of this confederation wintered 

in the settlements of 'Ali-mehmet qeshlaqi 1 Vedi-sufla, and 

.. -Chatkaran in Gokchay and Vedi-basar Mahals; and summered in 

mountains of Garni-basar and Gokchay districts. The second lar--gest group was that of the Melli Kurds, around 2000 persons, 

who shared the grazing grounds of the ~arachorli. The three 

smaller tribes were 'Ali-khanli, K~lani, and the Piusan, 

•• - 27 who summered and wintered in the Gokchay region. The final 

group of Kurds, the Yezidis, were recorded by Shopen as having 

67 families. According to him, the total Kurdish population, 

after a few years of Russ rule (1836), was reduced to some 

28 850 families (around 5000 people) . 

There were also a group of nomads who did not belong to 

any specific clan, the gypsies. Three main bands of"Christian" 

Sunni and Shi'i gypsies moved around Eastern Armenia; the Mitrub7
9 

(Sunni)who wintered in the vil of ~aj -rakh in Zangi-basar 1 

the Karachi band(Shi'i), who wintered in the settlement of Kesh-

tak in Sharur Mahal, and the Bosha (Arm. "gypsy")who identified 

with Christianity and who lived in the suburbs of Erevan under 

the protection of the Armenian quarters. The above gypsies, 

totalling some 100 families, functioned as balcksmiths, vete-

nerians, entertainers, magicians, apothecaries, and jacks-of-

all-trades. They travelled seasonally among the Kurds and Turks 

serving as a unique and valuable supplement to nomadic society:o 
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The Armenians 

Eastern Armenia, until the mid-fourteenth century, had an Armenian 

. . 31 . d . ma]or1ty. Desp1te evastat1ons, particularly during the wars 

between the Byzantines and the Seljuqs in the eleventh century, 

small Armenian principa ties maintained some political inde-

pendence and their Christian faith. In fact it was only after 

the numerous campaigns of Timur, at the close of the fourteenth 

century, that the area became permanently setteled by Turkic 

tribes, and Islam became the dominant faith? 2 For the remaining 

Armenians in the region this was the beginning of the direct 

foreign rule. 

By the ninettenth century the Armenian population of Chukhur-

Sa'ad was so tired the despotic rule of the local khans that 

they periodically to ~ara-Kilisa, in Pambak region, 

seeking Russian protection? 3 The appointment of posein Qoli Khan 

Qajar t the governorship of Erevan in 1807 and the benevolent 

... -
pilicies of 'Abbas Mirza, the heir-apparent reversed the exo-

d d d 1 . h . 34 us an encourage new sett ernents 1n t e reg1on. 

The figures in the Karneral'noe Opisanie for the number of 

Armenians in Persian Armenia present a minor problem. The totals 

there include the many thousands of Armenians who emigrated from 

Persia and the Ottoman Empire into Rus an Armenia following 

the Russo-Persian and Russo-Turkish Wars (1826-1829). By 

listing the newly-arrived immigrants in separate columns, however, 

the survey fortunately makes it possible to correct the dis-

crepancy and to accurately count the number of Armenians during 

Persian rule.by deducting the newcomers from the total~ 5 
This 

is further facilitated by the fact that no major dislocation of 

the Armenian population occured during the war. 
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TABLE 

The Population of Eastern Armenia Before and After the Russian Conquest 

1826 KHANATE OF ERE VAN 
Muslims Families Male 
Persian elite/army 
Turko-tatars(settled 

5,996 16,636 and semi-settled) 
Turko-tatars(nomads) 3,913 12,539 
Kurds 5,223 

Armenians 3,498 10,450 

KHANATE OF NAKHICHEVAN 
Muslims 
Persian elite/army 
Turko-tatars and 
Kurds (settled, 
semi-settled,and 
nomadic) 

Armenians 

Muslims 
Armenians 

Total 

3,863 

530 

ORDUBAD 
1,700 

400 

9,033 

1,404 

3,968 
1,204 

Female 

14,952 

10,683 

9,623 

8,105 

1,286 

3,696 
1,184 

Total 
10,000 

31,588 

23,222 
25,237 

20,073 

3,000 

17,138 

2,690 

7,664 
2,388 

143,000 
(estimated) 

1832 Afu~IANSKAIA OBLAST' (Kameral'noe Opisanie 1829-1832) 

Muslims in Erevan 
Turko-tatars 
Kurds 

Armenians 

Region 
9,196 
1,411 

11,731 

Muslims in Nakhichevan 3,863 
Armenians 2,675 

Muslims in Ordubad 
Armenians 

Total 

1,675 
650 

31,201 

26,625 
4,065 

34,348 

9,033 
7,062 

3,751 
1,902 

86,786 

23,250 49,875 
3,748 ~ 7, 813 

30,932 65,280 

8,105 17,138 
6,307 13,369 

3,496 7,247 
1,826 3,728 

77,664 164,450 

Total Muslims in 1826 Total Armenians in 1826 
117,849 -estimated- 25,151 

Total Muslims in 1832 
82,073 

Total Armenians 
82,377 

(native 
from Persia 
from Turkey 

in 1832 

25,151 
35,560 
21,666) 

Note: As can be observed prior to the Russian conquest, the Armenian 
formed some 20% of the population while the Muslims approached 
80% of the total inhabitants. Following the Russian annexatic 
with the arrival of over 57,000 Armenian immigrants from Persi 
and the Ottoman Empire, the Armenian total formed 50% or half 
the residents of Eastern Armenia. 



A number of Armenian historians, however, quoting the 

post 1830 figures, estimate the number of Armenians in Persian 

times to have been between 30 to 50 percent of the total popu-

1 
. 36 atJ..on. In reality (as can be seen in the chart), the Ar-

menians barely formed 20 percent of the population of Persian 

37 Armenia, whi the Muslim Population exceeded 80 percent. 

In any case the Armenian population at no time prior to the 

Russian takeover formed a majority in Eastern Armenia. In 

fact although the Kameral'noe Opisanie indicates the existence 

of an Armenian majority in few mahals, this is only after the 

emigration of over 35,000 Muslims from the territory~ thus 

is no evidence of it being so during the Persian admi-

nistration. Karbi-basar Mahal, with the Armenian ecclesiastical .. 
center of Uch-Kilisa{Etchmiadzin), seems to have been the only 

d . t . t h th . ht h b A . . . t 3 8 J..S r1c w ere ere mlg ave een an rmen1an maJOrl y. 

By 1832, however, with the departure of many Muslims and 

arrival of some 57000 Armenians, the Christian population 

rose considerably and numerically matched the Muslims~ 9 But 

it was only the Russo-Turkish ~'Jars of 1855-1856 and 1877-

1878, which brought more Armenains from the Ottoman Empire,and 

the eventual emigration of more Muslims, that the Armenians 

established a solid majority in the region. Even then, and 

up to the twentieth century, the city of Erevan had a Muslim 

. . t 40 maJOrl y. 

The main center of the Armenian population was the city 

of Erevan and Nakhichevan and the central mahals of the Khanate 

of Erevan. A small number of Armenians lived as semi-settled 

villagers who depended upon agriculture but also llowed 
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limited local nomadism. No Armenians engaged in large-scale 

nomadic movements,but preferred to either engage in a totally 

settled agricultural life or practice the many professions in 

the region. The Armenians lived in their own villages and 

in the city they had their own quarters (Shahri and Tapa-bashi 

in Erevan). Disregarding some exclusive professions(wine making 

for example)the artisans were not on the whole divided along 

religious lines. Both Armenians and Muslims practiced the 

various professions, but the Armenians although much less 

numerically, dominated almost all the professions in Eastern 

Armenia. In fact outside the cities they almost formed a 

monopoly of the majority of professions~! The Mahals of Karbi-

- ........ -' basar, Kerk-bulagh, Surmalu, and Sardarabad were the main • • 

Armenian centers and they generally lived close to each other 

and to their religious center. They were assessed the same 

taxes, had the same number of animals (corresponding to the 

size of their community), and the same responsibilities to 

their landlords~ 2 

Following the Russian conquest of Persian Armenia the 

ethnic makeup of the region shifted and, for the first time 

in over four centuries, the Armenian population,once again, 

43 began to achieve a majority in one part of its historic homeland. 

Although the Russians, did not live up to their promise of 

Armenian self-rule, Eastern Armenia slowly began to acquire a 

national character. In fact, in the Twentieth century, after 

the near-annihilation of the Armenians in Turkish or Western 

Armenii~ the concentration of the Armenians in Russian Armenia, 

made the eventual ren~scence of the Armenian nation possible. 

The Armenian Republic (1918-1920~ 5and later,the Soviet Socialist 

Armenian Republic (1920-present) 4&ould not have been a reality 

without the Russian(Christian)takeover of Persian Armenia. 



notes 

1. For a complete text of the treaty see J. c. Hurewitz, Diplomacy in the 
Near and Middle East: A Documentary Record, 1535-1914, I (Princeton, 
19 5 6 ) I PP • 9 6 -1 0 2 • 

2. The survey was later updated (to 1836) and included in a lengthyvolume 
published St. Petersburg (1852) entitled: Istoricheskii pamiatnik 
sostoianiia Armianskoi oblasti v epokhu eia prisoedineniia k Rossiiskoi 
imperii. The entire Kameral'noe Opisanie of 1829-1832 is translated into 
English in the forthcoming volume "Eastern Armenia on the Eve of the 
Russian Conquest" by this author. The notes referred here will follow 
the tables in that volume; all references to the survey will be identi 
with the abbreviation K.O.; whi the text of Shopen will be marked as 
Shopen. 

3. Since the Armenians were basically the0~~~Christian group in the region, 
the terms Armenian and Christian will be used interchangeably. Georgians, 
Jews, CircassiaRs, a few Russians, and small groups of various other 
Caucasian peoples lived in the territory but their numbers were not of 
any statistical significance ( s than one percent) • 

4. The term Persian covers those who were in the ruling hierarchy and not 
necessarily the ethnic composition of the group. men of the pen 
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